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What is OpenHub?
OpenHub is an integration framework. It 
is intended to be used by Java develo-
pers who know their subject and need 
the proper tool to create the masterpie-
ce.

Primary purpose of OpenHub is to 
simplify the life of integration developer 
as much as possible. Everything is made 
subject to this main goal. 

OpenHub is different 
What if each of your integration scena-
rios is unique? You can either click it in 
complex and complicated GUI, live with 
its limitations and shallow understan-
ding of your system, or let your develo-
per code elegant few line solution with 
a full control. Guess which job attracts 
smart employees … 

On the other hand you may have 
hundreds of similar and relatively simple 
integration scenarios. With OpenHub 
you don’t have to learn yet another ESB 
GUI. Due to open standards and 100% 
compatibility you can use de facto 
industry standard JBoss Fuse or Talend 
as well as with hundreds of connectors 
made by Apache Camel community.

OpenHub is open 
OpenHub is open in any way imaginab-
le. Its code is distributed as opensource. 
OpenHub contains no blackboxes or 
modules out of your control.

OpenHub is Enterprise ready 
OpenHub is powerful, top secured, 
flexibly scalable and live ESB with 
professional-grade support. Firm 
adherence to technological standards, 
smooth learning curve and wide set of 
documentation, technological forums 
and code sources provided by Apache 
Camel community guarantee that you 
will never face the problem to find 
enough developers willing to work 
with it.

Integration requires smart people. 

Yet most ESBs force them to dumb 

role – clicking and configuring.

Why to use OpenHub and 
not another ESB 
framework?
* your developers will love it 

* no blackboxes, no gotchas, full control 
over the code 

* opensource with business friendly 
license

Developers experience
Full-fledged integration framework 
ready in one install 

No bells and whistles, just the effecti-
vity and purpose 

‘Hello world‘ in 5 minutes

Building kit just for your 
case
Enterprise Service Bus 

API gateway 

Mobile Secure Gateway

Notification gateway 

Power of Apache Camel community 
(connectors, docs)

Enterprise ready
Clusters Horizontal & vertical 
scalability

Top performance

Guaranteed security on all levels 

Up to 24x7 support

Key benefits
Absolut freedom of opensource 

Surprising effectiveness of develop-
ment 

Fast adoption rate for beginners 

No proprietary technologies, only 
common standardst

OpenHub
ESB made by developers for developers

Technologies
* Spring Framework

* Spring Security

* Spring Web Services

* Hibernate

* Oracle/ PostgreSQL database

* Apache Tomcat application server
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Target customers
* Mid-sized companies regardless 
   of segment


